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The purpose of this note is to prove the following generalization of 
[3 ; Theorem 1, p. 10451: 
THEOREM. Let G be a jinite, nonabelian, simple group. If  G contains a 
2-central involution x,, such that the centralizer of zO in G is isomorphic to the 
centralizer of a 2-central involution of L,(2”“), then G is isomorphic to L,(2”), 
A,, A,, h&,, , OY H2. 
Remark. By a 2-central involution we mean an involution lying in the 
center of some &-subgroup. We use the notation of [3]. (Even for n < 5, 
we will keep up the notation, if it make sense.) Thus, H denotes the centralizer 
of a 2-central involution of G and Z the center of H. Assuming that Z con- 
tains an involution z’ such that the centralizer C,(x’) contains H properly, 
we show that the weak closure of z,, in H lies in Z. An application of a recent 
result of E. Shult [l] yields a contradiction. 
Proof of the Theorem. For the proof of our theorem we assume the 
existence of an element a’ in Z - 1 such that H # C&Y). Therefore, m is 
strictly greater than 1. It follows that Z - 1 is the union of two disjoint and 
nonempty sets K and K’, where K consists of all those elements k of Z for 
which C,(k) = H holds. Evidently, z0 lies in K. 
LEMMA 1. n>2. 
Proof. For n = 2 we have Z = H and we can apply the result of E. Shult 
[l; p. 5481. 
LEMMA 2. If  z lies in Z - 1, then / xc n Z 1 is odd. Further, the number 
of classes of 2-central involutions of G is odd. 
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Prooj. As H = C,(Z) contains a &-subgroup, the group No(Z)/fi of 
odd order acts transitively on zG n 2 for every x in 2 - 1 by a theorem of 
Burnside. As j 2 - 1 1 is odd, all assertions follow. 
LEMMA 3. Let be X a subgroup of G with C,(X) _C X. If Z(X) CT .K + G) 
then z c Z(X). 
Proof. The assertion follows, as C,(k) = C,(Z) for ever; k in X. 
LmIwi 4. If  Z” C P, then Z” = Z. 
Proof. Assume Z” f  Z. Bv Lemma 3 we have K” n Z” r? Z = c I 
Therefore, P - Z >_ Z”‘- Z >_ k. All elements of P - Z are conjugate and 
K” = z” - Z follows. If  Z” - Z = Zx - 1, then all involutions of Z are 
conjugate, which is not true. Hence / Z” - Z 1 is even. From Lemma 2 
follows that an element of lP = Z” - Z is conjugate to an element of 
Z n Z” which is not true because of Lemma 3. 
Proof. Let be n = 3. All involutions of H are in P u R. Assume Zx C E-I 
and Z” + Z. Then by Lemma 4 Z” g P and Z” g R. Hence, Zx contains an 
element of P - Z and an element of R - Z. The product of these two ele- 
ments has order 4 which is impossible. Hence, Z” = Z, if Z” _C H. Now, if 
zgLc E H, then ,q” E P u R. We have then Z” _C H bv Lemma 3. This implies 
that the weak closure of x0 in H lies in Z. The result of E. Shult yields a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 6. The statements of [3; (341 remain true. 
Proof. This is obvious for the statements (i), (ii) and (iii). -4.4~ for (iv) 
we find by inspection of Suzuki’s proof that it suffices to show that 
c,-((t, t’)) = T or Cs((t, t’)) = Cs(t) holds for every f  and t’ in 
(0 n Z(T)) - Z. The lower left corner of the matrix corresponding to t or 
t’ is 
A = (; ;) or A’ = (r: i) 
with (Al, p) f  (0, 0) f  (a’, p’), respectively. Let be s an element of 
C,((t, t’)). In the matrix corresponding to s, the upper left corner is a 
matrix 
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and the lower right corner is a matrix 
1 0 
Dz = 6, 1 ( 1 
with D,A = AD, and D,A’ = A’D, . This yields that CJ(t, t’j) = Cs(t) if 
C$ ‘- - a’p and Cs((t, t’)) = T if a/3’ + ol’j3. 
It can be seen easily that the arguments of the proofs of [3; (3.3), (3.4) and 
(3.5)] carry through without changes. Thus, the results of [3; (3.3), (3.4) and 
(3.5)] remain true for 72 > 4. 
LEMMA 7. Z(T) - Z contains no 2-central imolution. 
Proof. Let S, be a S,-subgroup of NG(T). Then 1 S: S, n S 1 is in 
{I, q, 4’) by Lemma 6, if q denotes 2’“. As S, contains T one has 
Z(S,) C Z(T). Assume 1 S: S, n S / = q. As Suzuki remarks, one has 
Z(S,) C 0 n Z(T). Z(S,) + 2, because S is the only &-subgroup of H, 
which contains T. I f  now (Z(S,) - 2) n (P - 2) # GY + (Z(S,) - Z) n 
(R - Z), then Z(S,) n (0 - (R u P)) + ai, which is a contradiction. So 
without loss of generality we have Z(S,) C P, as Z(S,) _C Z(T) n (P u R). 
Hence, from Lemma 4 follows that Z(S,) = Z, a contradiction. 
This shows that Nc( T)/T is a (TI)-group. 
Let be u a 2-central involution in Z(T) - 0. Then a &-subgroup Sr of 
C,(U) contains T = CJzc). Hence, Z(S,) is contained in Z(T) and S, is 
contained in IV,(T) by Lemma 6. Now, N,( T)/T is not 2-closed and has 
elementary abelian &subgroups of order 4”. By (2; (4.2)], there exists a 
normal subgroup L of N,(T) the index of which in No(T) is odd such that 
L/T E L,(q”). Also La($) contains a subgroup J of order qs - 1 acting 
transitively on the involutions of a Ss-subgroup. This contradicts the fact 
that TPIT and TRIT are normal subgroups in the normalizer of a Ss-sub- 
group of No( T)/T. 
LEMMA 8. z > 4. 
Proof. Let be n = 4. Then Z(T) = T and a trivial computation shows 
that every involution of S lies in T u 0. Now let be Z3j _C S and Z” f  Z. 
Hence, E is contained in P u R by Lemma 7. It follows by Lemma 4 that 
Z” g P and Z” g R. Hence, there is an element of 0 - (P u R) lying in Z” 
which is impossible. Therefore, Z” = Z, if Z” C H. As in the proof of 
Lemma 5, we see that weak closure of a0 in H lies in Z. The application 
of Shult’s result yields a contradiction. 
LEMMA 9. There is no 2-central involution in H - Z. 
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We use the terminology of [3; (3.7)]. We split our argument mto the 
proofs of the following three statements: 
(a) An element x in K has no fusion of the first kind in N - Z. 
(b) -4n element z in K has no fusion of the second kind in N - Z. 
(cj There is no central involution in H - Z. 
Proqf of (2). Assume u is in (H - Z) r\ xG and to 21 may correspond a 
matrix 
Let be Z, = Z(C,(zl)) and Q = Z(C,(u)). Then Z, is conjugate to 2 and 
Cs(zl) is a &-subgroup of C,((z, u>) by arguments similar to those of Suzuki. 
As Z( 2’) L Q, we have C,(C,(zl)) = 0. Further, Z,I? Q contains ZI and from 
Lemma 3 we get Z, C ,O. Now 1 Q 1 = y5, Z( Tj C Q and Z, $ Z(T). Let ;i 
be the subgroup of Z(T) consisting of those matrices, whose lower left 
corner is of type (; {), where 01, p, 6 lie inF. Then every element of the set 
.&l is conjugate to U. Let be TI a subgroup conjugate to T, containing Z, in 
its center and such that Z(T,) C Q. Then / Z(T,j n 3 1 > y2 and Z( TI) con- 
tains more than y’ elements conjugate to 21. This is not true because of 
Lemma 7. 
Proof of (b). Assume that u in zG n (H - Z) is a fusion of the second 
kind and Z, = Z(C,(u)), Q = Z(C,(u)). Let S, be a S,-subgroup of C,(U) 
with C,(U) c S, . Then Z(S,) = Z, centralizes C,(U) and as C,(uj is a 
S,-subgroup of CG((a, u>), we have Z, C C,(U). Hence, 2, Cc Q. Ali involu- 
tions of 0 - Z(T) are conjugate to each other in XH(§‘). As [ zc n Z, I is 
odd, either Z, - 1 = Z, - Z(T) or an element of zG I? Zr lies in Z(T). 
The first case does not occur because there is more than one conjugate class 
intersecting Z - 1. As there is no central involution in Z(T) - Z, we have 
xG n Z, n Z f  2 which is a contradiction to Lemma 3. 
Proof of (c). We have shown in (a) and (b) that for B in K we have 
.zG n (H - Z) = ,a. Now let z be in K’ and ~1 be conjugate to ZI in S --Z(T). 
Put i‘v’ = C,(<U, z>). Clearly Z C IV. Denote by IV1 a &-subgroup of ,“I: 
containing Z and S, be a &-subgroup of G containing IV1 . Then Z(SI) 
centralizes u and z and hence Z(S,) together with Z lies in -VI . As every 
element of KC Z lies in Z(S,), if it lies in S, by (a) and (b), we have 
Z = Z(S,) by Lemma 3. Then without loss of generality C,(<U, 2’;~) = C,(W) 
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is a S,-subgroup of N. As z lies in C&U), there is a Ss-subgroup S, of C,(U) 
with x in S, . Hence, 2, = 2(&J is contained in iV. Let now N,, be a S,- 
subgroup of N containing Z, . Then N, is conjugate in N to C,(U). Let be 
x an element, which sends IV, into C,(U). Then Zax C C,(U) C S and Z C S. 
By (a) and (b) it follows that KC Zoz n Z and with Lemma 3 we have 
Zaz = Z. But as x centralizes u, u is contained in Z, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 10. All involutions of Z have the same centrahk in G. 
Proof. By Lemma 9 the weak closure k- of (x,,) in H is contained in Z. 
The result of Shult [l ; Corollary l] yields a contradiction. Hence, the asser- 
tion holds. 
The well-known results of Brauer, Held, Suzuki and Wall complete the 
proof. 
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